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President’s Corner
by Richard Stutman

Outline of Negotiating
Package to be Submitted
to the Boston School
Committee
(On February 2 the Boston Teachers
Union will be submitting a detailed package
of negotiating items to the Boston School
Committee. The below document lays out
our general goals for the upcoming bargain
without speciically detailing each and every
item. Our package, when delivered to the
Boston School Committee, will include the
speciic items proposed by our 50-member
Collective Bargaining Committee, which met
over a two month period and discussed and
vetted more than 220 proposals submitted by
our membership.)
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By BTU President Richard Stutman
on behalf of the BTU Negotiating Team

Collective Bargaining Goals
(The actual Collective Bargaining Proposal will be submitted to the School Committee on February 2)

Who’s In the Nutcracker Bear Costume?
The Boston Ballet requires many hands to help put on their annual performances of
“The Nutcracker” at the Boston Opera House. One of these roles is the “Nutcracker
Bear Greeter” which welcome people to their performances, both at the Opera
House and throughout the City of Boston. Can you guess which “celebrity” is in
the costume this time? The answer is on page 9.

Preamble
Every child in the City of Boston has a
right to an excellent education. Children in
our schools should be challenged, supported,
engaged, and inspired. No group is more dedicated to this goal than the Boston Teachers
Union. We have come together to create a set
of proposals which we believe will help move
us closer to this vision and which articulates
in practice the values we hold in the ideal.
Improving working conditions for teachers
is essential to this ideal, because the working
conditions for teachers are the learning conditions for students. Two salient examples:
Children need smaller class sizes that allow for
every child to receive individual attention just
as children should have access to clean bath-

Happy Martin Luther King, Jr. Day!

“

“

The labor movement was the principal force that transformed misery and
despair into hope and progress. Out of its bold struggles, economic and
social reform gave birth to unemployment insurance, old-age pensions,
government relief for the destitute and, above all, new wage levels that
meant not mere survival but a tolerable life. The captains of industry did
not lead this transformation; they resisted it until they were overcome.
When in the thirties the wave of union organization crested over the
nation, it carried to secure shores not only itself but the whole society.
– MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.,
speech to the state convention of the Illinois AFL-CIO, October 7, 1965

Richard Stutman
BTU President
rooms with soap and running water. Children
deserve access to a well-rounded curriculum.
To create the best possible learning conditions for our children, we have addressed both
lofty goals and mundane details. Together,
this package represents our values and beliefs
as the educators of Boston’s children. We
believe that:
• rather than more standardized testing,
children need more access to the arts,
technology and ield trips;
• to meet the needs of all children, inclusive classrooms require more than one
educator, not one educator with more
than one license;
• in order to attract and retain the best
educators, we must treat them as professionals capable of guiding their own
growth, supporting their colleagues,
and creating leadership initiatives;
• effective, experienced, professional
continued on page 2

Outline of Negotiating Package to be Submitted to the Boston School Committee…
continued from page 1

educators should be mentoring novice
teachers, not replaced by them;
• the most valuable resource in education
is time – we must align school start
and end times and the compensation
structures for extended learning time to
maximize this resource;
• our schools and our city deserve a
thoughtful, inclusive process to build
schools for the next century, preserving
rather than closing important neighborhood institutions.
Perhaps most importantly, we believe that
improving schools is collaborative work.
We embrace that collaborative spirit as we
embark on these negotiations, and we are
optimistic about the educational experience
we can create for Boston’s children together,
in the inest urban school system in America.
Boston Teachers Union reserves its right
to alter, amend, add to, or delete from these
proposals at any time.
The below is not intended, and not meant
to be, a full and inclusive set of our members’
goals. Nor is it meant to delineate the full
scope of our collective bargaining package
that will be submitted. It is, however, an accurate, if not inclusive, outline of general items
in our collective bargaining package that will
be submitted to the school committee on February 2, 2016.
*****
After hosting a series of community meetings and listening to parents and students, the
members of the Boston Teachers Union are
seeking that the district adopt a policy that
there shall be suficient K1 classes so that
there is a seat available guaranteed to all
4-year olds wishing to attend the Boston Public Schools who apply during the irst round.
In its package to be submitted to the Boston School Committee, The BTU will make a
proposal regarding school closings.
Learning/Teaching Conditions
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking to equalize planning and
development time between all grade level
staff.
After hosting a series of community meetings and listening to parents and students, the
members of the Boston Teachers Union are
seeking that the district adopt a policy that
all students in a school have access to clean
bathrooms, including handicap-accessible
bathrooms, with locking doors, adequate
sanitary supplies, hot and cold running water,
soap, and paper towels. The members of the
Boston Teachers Union are seeking to provide all of our own employees with the same
such access in every building.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking to provide any BTU member who is currently a nursing mother with
access to a sanitary, private, locking space
other than a bathroom for pumping breast
milk; and further, our members shall be
provided the time and space to pump will be
provided upon request.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union wish to have access, should they wish,
to their buildings and their classrooms for
the purpose of setting up no later than three
calendar weeks before the irst day of school.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking that the School Committee provide two days without loss of pay or
personal leave for observance of religious
holidays, including “Lunar New Year.”
To provide all children equal access to
educational opportunity, the members of
the Boston Teachers Union are seeking the
School Committee to provide at least one
ield trip per class to be funded by the district
per year, inclusive of transportation.
In order to adopt a more sensible testing
policy and to increase teaching and learning
time the members of the Boston Teachers
Union wish to establish in each school a
5-member committee (three teachers elected
by BTU members and two administrators)
who shall decide what non-mandatory standardized tests shall be given. At the start of
each school year, each school shall receive a
list of all state- and city-mandated standardized tests. The school-based committee shall
decide by majority vote what city-mandated
standardized tests the school wishes to implement. A school(s) may appeal a placement

or a non-placement of a particular test to the
Joint Steering Committee.
To better serve our public school children
and families, the Boston Public Schools shall
get irst priority over charter and parochial
school in the assignment of school bus schedules.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking that all teachers have (in
one of the rooms that they use) an exclusive
working desk, an adult-sized chair, and a
space in which to lock up personal belongings. All teachers shall be provided access to
technology including, but not limited to, one
laptop computer per teacher, one digital projector and document camera per classroom.
After hosting a series of community meetings and listening to parents and students, the
members of the Boston teachers Union are
seeking that the district adopt a policy that all
students and staff be provided with safe and
clean learning spaces/classrooms, furnished
with enough seating and writing spaces for
all students. All classrooms will have access
to technology including, but not limited to,
netbooks, tablets, or laptops, provided to students at a ratio of 1 device to 3 students.
And to address our student and staff technological needs, all schools shall be required
to provide adequate internet service at no
less than a national standard, which we shall
shortly identify.
In order to provide a more effective use
of their PD time, the members of the Boston Teachers Union are seeking that with all
new initiatives mandated by district policy
affected teachers shall be trained in this initiative as part of their contractual 30 hours of
professional development, or as part of other
work time; further, all needed and necessary
materials shall be provided.
To provide for family time the members
of the Boston Teachers Union are seeking
that on the day before Thanksgiving, the day
before Winter Recess, and the last two days
of the school year pupils shall be dismissed
at not later than 12:30 p.m. provided that permission for such dismissals is granted by the
State Department of Education.
To adequately provide instruction in the
visual and performing arts and as well as the
technology needs for our students the members of the Boston Teachers Union are seeking that all BPS High Schools be assigned at
least one full time music teacher, one fulltime
visual arts teacher, and one fulltime instructional technology teacher.
To bring out class size down to a more
reasonable and educationally-sound ratio,
the members of the Boston Teachers Union
are seeking that the class size maxima in all
K-8 classrooms shall be reduced by 1 and, at
the high school level, by 2 and to increase the
payment for class size overages.
Inclusion Items
In order to provide an educationally-sound
environment for all of our Special Education
Students, the members of the Boston Teachers Union want to establish the following
protocols in our Inclusion classrooms:
• All inclusion classrooms shall be
assigned two teachers, one regular education and one special education and no
more than twenty students with up to
ive being special education students.
Additional stafing resources shall be
allocated depending on the needs of the
students.
• Full Time Inclusion Specialist – Full
time specialists will be assigned on
the basis of one to every four inclusion
classrooms. Schools with less than four
inclusion classes shall be provided a
part-time FTE inclusion specialist.
• Increase co-planning and collaboration
ability by providing additional time
for all service providers currently in an
inclusion setting.
Dual Language Programs
To improve our Dual Language programs,
the members of the Boston Teachers Union
are seeking that all teachers in Dual language
programs be furnished with necessary curricular materials in Spanish to teach their class.
Those who do not receive such materials and
translate curricular materials will be compensated an appropriate rate.
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In dual-language programs where teachers
must complete this benchmark testing in two
languages, the teachers will receive substitute
coverage for four days – two of which shall be
in September and the remaining two in June –
per teacher/per year.
Finally, students in dual language classrooms shall be afforded the same class size
protections as students in SEI, Bilingual, and
ESL classes.
On-Street Parking
To cut down on wasted travel time
between school sites, the members of the
Boston Teachers Union request that suficient
on-street parking be provided for all itinerant
staff.
Compensation and Benefits
To be able to attract and retain the best
teaching and paraprofessional force, The
Boston Teachers Union will be seeking a fair
and equitable wage (rates and differential)
increase on September 1 of each year of the
agreement.
To compensate our members fairly, to
provide for staff family and personal needs,
and to be treat all members fairly and equitably, The Boston Teachers Union is seeking
to equalize base pay and hours of all schools
(traditional and non-traditional) in accordance with the Schedule A model, while
allowing for scheduling autonomy for school
communities that wish to extend their school
day with an agreed-upon, fair compensation
model for all time in excess of the Schedule
A model.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union will be seeking the same coverage for
all its members as is described in the City of
Boston parental leave ordinance appearing in
Article V of the Charter, Section 5-5.20, as
amended by Ord. 2015 c.3.
The BTU shall seek a pro-rata increase
pay for substitute teachers and nurses in all
schools with extended time.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking to place Sign Language
interpreters into the teachers’ bargaining unit
effective September 1, 2016
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking to make uniform the mileage stipend for all itinerant service providers,
including behavioral health specialists
In an attempt to go Green and free up limited parking at our school sites, the members
of the Boston Teachers Union shall seek to
negotiate no-cost MBTA Monthly Passes
provided to BTU Members who commute to
work.
Professional Issues
PD Autonomy
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union request that all approved conference
days outside of contractual school hours shall
be credited toward 30 hours of required professional development.
In order to maximize the relevance of
professional learning for educators, educators
may, in consultation with their school leader,
develop a personalized learning plan to satisfy
the required professional development hours.
The district and the union shall collaborate to
develop protocols and procedures for developing, approving and monitoring the completion of these plans.
The union and district shall collaboratively
sponsor activities such as professional learning communities or afinity groups organized
around areas of educator interest. Participation in these activities shall be counted toward
the educator’s required hours.
Collaborative Teacher Leadership
Committee
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union ask that there be established a Teacher
Leadership Lab “TLL” to promote, design
and administer teacher leadership initiatives.
The TLL shall be funded with an appropriate
budget allocation. The TLL shall be administered by a collaborative committee.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union also seek to combine The Peer Assistants, Peer Assistance and Review, and New
Teacher Developer programs into a newly-created “Educator Supports Program” that will
support teachers at all stages of their careers.

Staffing
Regarding Open Postings and Suitable
Professional Capacity, the members of the
Boston Teachers Union wish to make better
educational use of our highly-trained professionals who ind themselves in the position
of being assigned as a Suitable Professional
Capacity teacher, and towards that end, we
seek to amend the Open Posting Agreement
such that only Open Posting vacancies that
receive the approval of 60% of teacher bargaining unit members at the school can be
duly classiied as Open posting vacancies.
Then option to place a stipend on the vacancy
in order to ‘open post’ is hereby eliminated.
Further, no votes to Open Post positions shall
take place in years when current schools are
being closed, consolidated, turned around, or
otherwise restructured.
And to cut back on the number of professional educators assigned to Suitable Professional Capacity, no vacancy in traditional
schools shall be posted after April 15, 2015,
the current posting date of the transfer list.
All vacancies that remain unilled (or vacancies that arise) thereafter shall be reserved for
permanent teachers and shall be included in
the PTPP.
Paras
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union wish to give paraprofessionals the
same right of personal day usage as teachers,
and further, in order to give paraprofessionals
equitable right of advancement, a paraprofessional who takes a position as a teacher (provisional or long-term sub) shall be granted a
LOA from his/her paraprofessional assignment and shall maintain seniority while
positioned as a teacher. Paras shall retain an
attachment right to their former position until
the start of the following school year.
To provide a better educational experience
for out kindergarten students, all K2 classrooms shall have a full time para assigned.
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union seek to upgrade the compensation
for Paraprofessional who increasingly are
called upon to substitute for teachers. We
also believe that the department should provide a substitute qualiied paraprofessional
in any special education classroom, when the
regularly-assigned paraprofessional is absent.
Substitute Teachers
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union are seeking that prior to the implementation of a do not call designation, substitutes
shall have the right to review all information
and documents leading to the designation.
Groups
ASL
Regarding ASL interpreters, we seek to
recognize those with a Bachelors or higher to
be as teachers.
School Psychologists
We seek to provide School Psychologists
an improved ratio citywide to better allow
them to meet the counseling and social needs
of our students.
SOA
We seek to equalize the working conditions for Supervisors of Attendance.
Social Workers
We are seeking to provide assistance for
our social workers with the clinical supervision required under their licensure; we also
want to increase the number of our practitioners to better meet the socio-emotional needs
of our students.
Nurses
In order to provide the nursing services our
students and schools need, we are seeking to
increase the number of nurses, and want to
ensure that all of our schools are provided a
nurse whenever is nurse is absent for a full
day.
COSESS
We are seeking to improve the caseload
formula of our COSESS members and provide them will a full time, trained clerk.
To better service our students we will be
continued on page 15

Know Your Rights
by Caren Carew
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What is the Role of the School Site Council’s
Personnel Subcommittee in Hiring?
Theof theroleSSCof theis to:Personnel Subcommittee
1. approve the hiring of new BTU teachers’ bargaining unit staff, the in-transfer of BTU teachers’ bargaining unit
staff from other schools in the system
through the transfer and Open Posting lists, as well as teachers applying
through the Post Transfer Placement
Process (PTPP) formerly comprised
of teachers who would participate in
the excess pools process.
2. approve the selection of Lead Teachers, [school-based] New Teacher
Developers, and new athletic coaches; and
3. determine the schedules and procedures for reviewing candidates for
positions.
The Personnel Subcommittee is comprised of the Principal/Headmaster, two
teachers and one parent as well as one
student on the high school level [who are
elected members of the SSC]. Decisions are
urged to be made by consensus. Decisions
need to be formalized by majority vote with
the Principal/Headmaster voting with the
majority. The decisions of the Personnel
subcommittee are not subject to the approval of the School Site Council as a whole.
The Personnel Subcommittee is required to
meet for all hires made from the beginning
of one school year through the last day of
the same school year.
There is a way to involve others on the
Personnel Subcommittee who posses more
expertise in a particular position to be illed.
Teacher and parent representatives on the
SSC may designate temporary replacement
representatives on the Personnel Subcommittee according to the positions being
illed. These temporary replacements do
not need to be members of the SSC. For
example, a special education teacher may
replace a teacher on the Personnel Subcommittee when a special education position is
being illed, only if the elected SSC BTU
members [or parents] choose to do so. The
administrator cannot appoint people that
they choose. It is up to the BTU elected
SSC members to caucus on their own to
elect the two that will be the BTU Personnel Subcommittee members. It is prudent
to also elect an alternate in case one of the
two selected is unable to participate on a
particular day/time. BTU members are not
obligated to select someone who possesses
a particular expertise that is a BTU member
to serve on the Personnel Subcommittee. It
is entirely up to the BTU SSC members as
a whole to decide this option on their own.
They cannot be compelled to do so by the
administration. The same is true of the parent members. SSC parents select their own
member to serve on the Personnel Subcommittee as their representative by caucusing
on their own to do so. On the high school
level, the two elected SSC students members also select which one of them will
serve as a member of the Personnel Subcommittee.
The BTU SSC members shall select
the BTU representatives to serve on any
screening committee convened to make
recommendations for permanent appointments to administrative positions within the
school consistent with screening committee
guidelines and policies distributed by the
school department.

Where do SSC/Governing Board
members obtain on-going
training to become effective
representatives participating
in their school’s governance?
Board trainings are
SschoolSC/Governing
scheduled from October-March of this
year, jointly run by the BTU and
the BPS Ofice of Engagement. To register
or for more info, BTU members can contact ccarew@btu.org. These trainings will
have dinner served and will be held at one
of the following locations: the BTU from
4:15-6:30 pm; the Chapter I ofice (at the
Warren Street side of BLA building) from
5:30-7:30 pm; the Bolling Building 4:306:30 pm. Saturday SSC Team trainings will
be held at the BTU from 8:30 am-1:30 pm
(breakfast and lunch served).There will be
additional trainings through March 2016.
Workshops are open to all elected SSC
members including parents, BTU members,
high school students and school administrators – all of whom are encouraged to attend.
The following dates are the workshops
to be held in January-early February 2016.
SSC 106: Personnel Subcommittee trainings are scheduled for January 7, 20, and
February 8. The trainings focus on the roles
and responsibilities of the SSC in selecting
a Personnel Subcommittee to hire school
staff, and provides support to ensure that
the subcommittee works effectively. On
January 30, there will be Saturday training for SSC teams. Please refer to the BTU
e-bulletin for the link to the SSC training
dates lyer for the speciics on the time and
location of each session.

In addition to a primary
program area (PPA), don’t I
also have an active alternative
program area (APA) in BPS if I
have a current Mass. license
on ile at Court Street in case I
want to transfer into a position
using that certiication?

N

o. In addition to having an active license
in the subject area you are currently
teaching in aka your primary program
area (PPA), you must apply for your other
current licenses on ile at the BPS OHC to
become “active” in Boston. To do so, you
must ill out an ‘Application for Additional
Program Area(s) in Boston Public Schools’
[attachment 1] Superintendent’s Circular
HRS-HR-7 “Stafing Reassignment And
Hiring For School Year 2016-17” (usually
posted on BPS website mid-December)
which must be submitted on or before February 1st. In order for the active license to
be considered an APA in Boston, one of the
following criteria must be met, in addition
to submitting the afore mentioned application;
• Your state certiication must be ive
years old or less. This means you
need to have obtained it for the irst
time, not just recertiied it, within the
last ive years.

T

B U Phone Numbers
Office ...............................617-288-2000
Health & Welfare .............617-288-0500
AFT Massachusetts ...........617-423-3342
Function Office ................617-288-3322
Lounge Office...................617-288-3322
Vision Center ...................617-288-5540
Tremont Credit Union ......781-843-5626

• Submit 15 course credits [grad or
undergrad] earned within the last ive
years, which are relevant to the certiication area.
• A mean score on the National Teachers Exam earned within the last ten
years.
• Two years of teaching experience
within the last 10 years where you’ve
taught at least 50% of the week or
more all year in that subject area. In
order to verify this, you must obtain
and submit with the application, a letter from your principal detailing the
speciic years you taught the subject
area 50% of the week or more.
The contract reads, “Teachers may be
considered for transfer in any subject area
in which they recertify under the 1993 Massachusetts Educational Reform Act, even if
they do not hold an active Boston Program
Area; however; a schools Personnel Subcommittee shall not be required to select
any such individual.” Often, if a teacher
applies to transfer in an area that they do
not hold a BPS APA, HR will not forward
the info to the school for consideration.
Why do we have to jump through these
hoops if we have already recertiied the
license, isn’t that redundant? In my opinion, yes it is. This process is a holdover
from long ago and far away, when Mass.
teachers were issued ‘licenses for life’. A
teacher could be certiied in an area they
hadn’t taught in or taken course work for
in decades, and still be eligible to transfer
into teach that subject area. This APA process was negotiated in order for the BPS to
ensure the teacher be ‘current’ in the subject
area in question. The BTU attempted to
negotiate elimination of this arguably antiquated process, but the School Department
wanted too much in return for agreeing to
do so which would have further limited a
teachers lexibility and rights. We couldn’t
settle for that!

What happens when there is no
heat in my class?
he contract is clear on this issue. “A
Ttemperature
classroom will be closed when the
falls below 60 F, or whenever
º

the temperature or climate becomes too
oppressive.”
Report and record the actual temperature

Caren Carew
BTU Secondary
Field Representative
in writing to the Principal, keeping a copy
yourself. The Principal must assign your
class to an available space that is heated
adequately as well as remedy the heating
problem in your classroom. Keep a record
or log of all of the days without heat and the
temperature in the room at that time. The
Principal should immediately report this
in order to have the heat restored. Teachers should ile a Step 1 grievance with the
Principal as well.
If the entire school falls below the
acceptable heat level, each building has an
alternate plan in case of emergency. If the
heating issue can’t be ixed quickly, then
the emergency plan for relocation should be
employed. The BTU members at the affected school should ile a Step 1 grievance at
the school in addition. If the entire school
is without heat and it has been reported to
the School Department, please contact the
BTU ofice as well.

When do programming
preference sheets come out?
states, “No later than FebruTshallhearybecontract
1 , programming preference sheets
distributed to all teachers.” For
st

High and Middle School teachers it reads,
“Programming preference will be honored
to the extent consistent with the provisions
of this Agreement [contract]. All preference
sheets shall be returned by March 1.” This
means that a ‘preference’ is just that, it does
not mean that the teacher is guaranteed
their choice as submitted. The contract also
details, “On or before February 1, a list
of all non-teaching assignments for which
administrative periods are given in a teachers’ program shall be posted in each school.
These assignments may be applied for in
the teacher’s program preference sheet as
herein [within the contract] provided. An
applicant for such a non-teaching assignment who does not receive the assignment
shall, upon his/her request, be given the
reasons for not having been selected by the
Principal or Headmaster.”
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the Boston Teachers Union, or those of its members.
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Boston Teachers Union Celebrates the Holidays…
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Photos by Colum Whyte
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… and their Children Continue the Celebration…

Photos by Michael J. Maguire
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… and the Fun Goes On... and On... and On!

Photos by
Michael J. Maguire
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Celebrating Dr. Barry Shuman’s
35+ Years of Service!
by Jessica Tang
n Thursday, December 17, 2015, BTU staff members, ofices and members of
BTU, both active and retired, came together to celebrate the retirement of BTU
optometrist Dr. Barry Shuman.
The BTU Eye Care Center opened in October of 1977 by Dr. Carl Moroff. Three
years later in July of 1980, Dr. Shuman joined the ofice and since then, he has helped
to direct and mold the ofice into what it is today.
Born in Lynn, Dr. Shuman attended elementary and middle school in Lynn, Massachusetts. His family moved to Tampa, Florida in high school and he attended college at the University of South Florida. In 1967, he decided to transfer and move
back to Boston, where he began studies at the Mass College of Optometry (now New
England College of Optometry). After graduating, he spent two years at Andrews Air
Force Base in DC as an optometrist.
Dr. Shuman worked in private practice from 1973-1979 and in 1979 got his Masters of Public of Health at Harvard University. Originally, he was hired by the Social
Security administration in Baltimore, Maryland to write health policy for the Medicare program, but due to a hiring freeze by President Jimmy Carter, his hiring was put
on hold for eighteen months.
Lucky for us at the BTU, Dr. Shuman happened to come across a small ad in the
paper for an optometrist at the BTU Eye Care Center. He took the position initially
as an interim appointment, but when the Carter administration called back eighteen
months later to let him know that they were ready for him to start, he realized that he
“liked seeing patients too much” and didn’t want to leave.
Instead, he stayed at the BTU Eye Care Center so that he could continue to see
patients and committed his spare time to inluencing policy as a consultant and
through volunteer community work. Dr. Shuman has since been involved in a number
of boards and organizations, including as a member of the Heart Association’s Board
of Directors.
Thirty-ive and a half years later, we celebrate the contributions and excellent
service that Dr. Barry Shuman has brought to the members of the Boston Teachers
Union. Thank you to Dr. Barry Shuman, from thousands of BTU members!

O

Dr. Barry Shuman is congratulated by BTU President Richard Stutman
of the occasion of Dr. Shuman’s retirement from the BTU Eye Care
Center ater over 35 years of service to BTU members.

Dr. Barry Shuman
enjoys the
camaraderie of
his colleagues at
the BTU Eye Care
Center and a recent
celebration honoring
Dr. Shuman’s 35+
years at the Eye
Center.

Because It’s Good Politics
by Angela Cristiani
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Exit Stage Left
no doubt, read the weekly BTU
Ydateou,eBulletin,
which means you’re up-toon the political action happening in
“real time.” A myriad of electoral and legislative political action is on the docket for
2016. Stay tuned.
This holiday, I take pause from the many
political campaigns and legislative battles
to honor my irst world… the world of the
arts… more speciically, the world of Ballet.
Just before Thanksgiving last year, I

grappled with how to give back to the Ballet beyond what I’ve done for years, teaching dance. I explored everything. Should I
seat guests at the Opera House? Help sell
ballet memorabilia in the lobby? I was at a
loss. The question as to how to really “give
back” to the Ballet remained unanswered.
After talking at length with friends who
know me from my Boston Ballet days, my
quest was answered. Help during Nutcracker season was needed. After all, my holidays

were always synonymous with Nutcracker.
“I’ll help with Nutcracker,” I thought. Boston Ballet needed pre-performance “greeters” when the house doors opened. Perfect.
Only this time, no pointe shoes, no Waltz of
the Flowers. Nope, those days are past. A
“bear greeter” was needed. My job included
wearing the Nutcracker Bear costume and
hanging out with the Nutcracker Bunny for
photos with guests on the mezzanine level
before the show. The bear, costume where
I could see out and no one would
recognize me, was perfect!
I secured two Bear spots during the 2014 Nutcracker season.
Had fun.
This year? My inner child
was thrilled beyond belief. The
request for Nutcracker 2015
greeters arrived early November.
I squealed with the same delight
as I did so many years ago when
I’d see my name on the Company Board for a speciic role
or to understudy a part in one
ballet or another.
Nutcracker 2015: two
weekend bear shifts starting
Thanksgiving Day weekend at
the Opera House; the Mayor’s
Press Conference at the Boston Public Library (BPL) on
November 23rd (unbeknownst
to Mayor Walsh’s ofice); and
a shift at Downtown Crossing on December 3rd with the
Globe Santa. The November
23rd event was covered by
the press at large, as well as
the Boston Ballet. The latter
event was covered by the
Boston Globe with a photo
appearing in the Boston
Globe on December 4th.

Angela Cristiani
BTU Political Director
The Nutcracker Bear sees much more
than you can imagine. You see everything
but can’t talk to people. The Nutcracker
Bear costume is hot when worn indoors.
When appearing outside, as was the case
at the BPL and at Downtown Crossing, it
was colder than anyone could imagine. For
every photo, though no one could tell, I’d
smile for each shot. Best was high-iving
people I’d recognize (who didn’t know
it was me) and the many people I didn’t
know…always getting a smile in return.
My beloved Boston Ballet and arts awareness: who would have known that donning
a bear costume could be so rewarding?? It
most certainly is.
There are so many wonderful Nutcracker performances that children can now
perform in and see in addition to the Boston
Ballet production, such as the Urban Nutcracker and the many performances put on
by local dance schools.
“All the world’s a stage, and all the men
and women merely players: they have their
exits and entrances; and one man in his
time plays many parts, his acts being seven
ages.” ~ William Shakespeare
Shakespeare’s quote is poignant indeed.
The arts serve as life’s backdrop, landscape, stage, and scrim. Take pause. The
arts permeate our collective world in ways
you may not even take time to note. Given
exposure in conjunction with opportunity,
the arts can uniquely shape one’s world and
the manner in which one views the world. It
did for me. Our students deserve the same.

BTU Political Director Angela Cristiani prepares for her role as
the “Nutcracker Bear Greeter” at a recent performance of
“The Nutcracker,” performed by the Boston Ballet at the
Boston Opera House. See the finished product on page 1!
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BTU Holds New Educator Underground Events
The New Educator Committee of the BTU hosted its second
New Educator Underground – a social for educators in their first
through fith years – and were joined by members of the BTU
staf. Save the Date: The next new educators’ event will be on
Friday, February 5, 2016!

Co-chairs Natalia
Cuadra-Saez of the
Lee School and Genet
Mehari of the Curley
School.

Photos by
Michael J.
Maguire
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BTU Members Meet & Greet in Roslindale
Thank you to all of our members who stopped by our regional
meet and greets this past month, and for Building Rep Regional
Leaders Rob Carroll and Erin Joseph who planned a lovely holidaythemed event on December 17th. Here are some photos from the
last Meet and Greet of 2015 at Kelleher’s in Roslindale. Save the
Date! The next Regional Meet and Greet will be on Thursday,
January 28th in Allston-Brighton. All Meet and Greets are open to
all BTU members whether or not you work or live in that region.
RTC members welcome, too!

Photos by Colum Whyte
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BPS Students Enjoy the José Mateo’s
“Nutcracker” Performance at the Strand Theatre

Photos by
Colum
Whyte
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Orchard Gardens K-8 Pilot School Celebration of the Arts
Salutes Damian Woetzel and Deval Patrick
Orchard Gardens K-8 Pilot School recentlyhonored DamianWoetzel
and Deval Patrick for their work with Orchard Gardens students.
Mr. Woetzel, who is internationally renowned and originally from
the Boston area, is a former New York City Ballet Principal Dancer,
current Director of Aspen Institute Arts Program, and serves on
the President’s Committee on the Arts and Humanities where his
work is focused on the Arts Turnaround Program which brings arts
education to school districts throughout the Country. Mr. Patrick
is former Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
– Angela Cristiani, BTU Political Director

Former Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick and Former Principal Dancer for the
New Your City Ballet Damian Woetzel applaud the performances by Orchard Gardens
School students.

BTU Political Director Angela Cristiani congratulates Former Principal Dancer for the
New Your City Ballet Damian Woetzel on his Orchard Gardens School honor.

Former Principal Dancer for the New Your City Ballet Damian Woetzel poses with Angela Cristiani and Orchard Gardens School students and staf member.
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Boston vs.
Bullies
Program
Honored at
The Tradition
Awards
Ceremony
at TD Garden
The Sports Museum at
the TD Garden awards
The Murphy School’s Mike
Crowley for successful
implementation of the
Boston vs. Bullies program
at their annual Tradition
Awards Ceremony.
Congratulations Team
Murphy and Great Job Mike!
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Commentary
by Colum Whyte

A Call to Create “Charter” Police and Fire Stations:
Sponsored by Democrats for Public Safety Reform (DFPSR)
he status quo is not working. “SomeT“donations”
thing” has to be done. Generous direct
from the Waltons and Koch
Brothers, as well as strong support from
the American Enterprise Institute (AEI)
have helped Citizens First realize our goals.
Truly, public safety is a civil right; we shall
overcome.
CF proposes a national movement to
ensure that no citizen be protected by a
single union stiled Police Oficer or Fireighter again. For too long the patrolman
and ireighters unions have stiled innovation in our neediest municipalities. We need
reform. We need to put citizens irst, and not
put the needs of adults before public safety.
Studies show that the US is not safe, and
we rank near the bottom of international
rankings as deined by the Public Safety
Metric (PSM). Bold action needs to be taken.
CF, in conjunction with our afiliates at
AEI, proposes a trailblazing new vision of
Public Safety Reform. Our lobbying net-

works have dubbed our reform efforts No
Citizen Left Behind. Below is a synopsis
of how our federal legislation will work to
ensure national safety proiciency for all by
2025.
First, we will track all police stations
and ire stations in every municipality in the
United States. We will collect public safety
data and then grade all states, cities, towns,
and municipal districts accordingly using
our public safety metric (PSM) devised by
public safety scientiic experts. Underperforming police and ire stations will now be
held accountable. As part of a “turnaround”
plan these stations will receive a “fresh
start”. All police oficers and ire ighters
will reapply for their positions. Department
Chiefs at these stations will hire no more
than 50% of the former staff. Certainly,
accountability will shake up the status quo.
Through this “incubator of innovation,”
new charter stations will rise from the ashes.
These charter stations will create a board of
directors, most notably bankers and politicians who have no experience in police
work or ire, and certainly no ties to the
community. These stakeholders will create
innovative charters that will operate outside the jurisdiction of traditional stations.
Police Facilitators and Fire Stoppers will

be non-union employees at will. Licenses,
experience, pensions, and pertinent training
will no longer be a barrier for stakeholders
to create a culture of innovative transformation. The charter board of directors will
ensure that the safety improvement plan is
carried out. In this way real accountability
will be realized on a national level.
In order that this bold, innovative, and
trailblazing venture is realized a few earmarks must be incorporated into NCLB.
Most notably a corporate enterprise tax
credit must be adopted in order to stimulate
reform “buy in.” Listen up hedge funders!
After NCLB passes an enterprising tax
loophole, which will beneit ALL citizens,
will be enacted. Through venture philanthropy bankers can now raise money for
their innovative charter stations. These
monies can now be used as tax-deductible
donations for your “for proit” companies.
Other beneits include real estate, building
contracts, and inside knowledge of public
safety buying trends.
We encourage all police and ire related
corporate enterprises to hop on board this
gravy train. If you don’t, one of our subsidiaries certainly will and you may be on the
short end of our free market! Remember,
SAFETY FIRST!

Retirees need to check their retirement stub
By Joan Devlin
elta Dental premiums will go up in January, 2016. Check your pay stub and make
sure that you are paying the correct premium and that your RTC dues are being
properly deducted.
Some members have been improperly charged for a single premium when they have
a family plan; and in some cases charged for a family plan when they signed up for a
single plan.
Also we have a few retired teachers who did not join the RTC, but are paying premiums who may get an unpleasant surprise. The dental program is a beneit of membership and requires that you belong to the BTU/RTC. Any retired teacher who is on
the Delta Dental rolls, but not a member of the BTU/RTC will lose their coverage. If
you have a question about your coverage and membership contact the RTC ofice on
Wednesday or Thursday to speak with an oficer of the RTC. If you are the spouse of
a deceased member, you may continue to pay the premium without joining the RTC.
Your union dues deduction plus the new Delta Dental rates will be $55 ($50 for the
single plan premium plus $5 for the RTC dues for teachers). For retired paraprofessionals the premium for the single plan is $52.50 ($50 plus $2.50 for the RTC dues). For
the family plan (spouse coverage only) the premium cost is $106 ($101 premium plus
$5 for RTC dues.) For paraprofessionals the deduction is $103.50 ($101 premium and
$2.50 dues).

D

Outline of Negotiating Package to be Submitted
to the Boston School Committee…
continued from page 2

seeking an adjustment – with protections -- in
the caseload formula for OTs, PTs, SLPs, and
Teachers of the Visual Impaired and Certiied
Orientation and Mobility Specialists. We are
also seeking supplies and an appropriate space
for Teachers of the Visual Impaired and Certiied Orientation and Mobility Specialists.
Performance evaluation
for Itinerant Specialists
To better and more accurately perform
evaluations of our specialists, we are seeking
evaluations to be performed by our supervisors at United Student Services.
Pupil Adjustment Counselors
The number of Pupil Adjustment Counselors shall increase by one counselor in the irst
year of the contract and by an additional one
counselor in the second year of the contract.
Guidance
To better provide for the needs of our
students, the members of the Boston Teachers Union shall be seeking an improved
stafing ratio in our schools for our Guidance Counselors.

COTA
The members of the Boston Teachers
Union shall be seeking to oficially recognize any member of the BPS staff currently
serving as a Certiied Occupational Therapist
Assistant.
Visual and Performing Arts
To improve the delivery of services in the
visual and performing arts, our specialists will
receive PD in their content area, and our arts
classrooms will receive funding for adequate
and relevant resources.
Athletic Coaches
To better serve and to be able to provide
safe and state-of-the-art equipment for our
athletes the citywide athletic equipment fund
for our student athletes shall be increased. In
order to better promote safety and provide a
better experience for our student athletes, all
sports at the high school and middle school
level shall have a coach and an assistant.
(Also, to be added later, are proposals on
ABAs, Restorative Justice, and Community
Schools.)
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W E’RE LEARNING HERE
BTU
A project by Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed.D.

Mather Elementary School

T

he Mather Elementary School is a large brick building that sits high atop Meeting House Hill in
Dorchester and was the irst public elementary school (1639) in the country. Its 610 students currently come from all over the world, with a full strand of SEI classes serving Vietnamese children.
The weather was unseasonably warm when I visited and at least two classes were doing outdoor studies.
Students working with “Gardener Greg” from City Schools were collecting seeds from a smashed pumpkin and making leaf rubbings. Tamika Fluker’s fourth graders were gathering descriptive sensory words
to enrich their writing. One girl bent low over a planter to sniff the soil and feel the texture of a small green
leaf, while other students took seats on a play structure to write about the sights and sounds around them.
Inside the building primary children gathered for morning meeting – listening to stories and singing
together. In Anh Nguyen’s K1 SEI class students were learning the “bubblegum” song, which introduced
them to the names for coins and rhyming words. First graders were singing a daily greeting using sign
language with their teacher, Lucy Wilson, who had learned it from a former Wheelock College intern.
Second graders in Songkhia Nguyen’s second graders were playing a game with play money to practice
place value.
The Mather has two full time science teachers. Denise Baszkiewicz was teaching the Motion & Design
unit to 4th/5th grade SEI students, who were working in small groups to test the vehicles they’d built, while
third graders were working with Kayron Wright on an investigation of the properties of water. They share
use of a science room in the basement, outside of which boxes of science materials are stacked high against
the corridor walls. Every inch of the school is crammed full... this same corridor also has tables set up for
K1 lunches!
In gym class, fourth graders were learning to control soccer balls with their feet as they moved around
the gym, stopping periodically to listen to pointers from teacher AJ Lyons.
I ask teachers what they like best about their school. Music teacher Kera Washington appreciates
the collegiality she’s found at the Mather, while K2 teacher Grace McGregor says she most enjoys her
school’s “diversity and focus on different cultures.” The Mather Elementary School has been around since
colonial times, and it continues to welcome the children of today’s multicultural society!

I am doing my sight word book and Ms. Dinh is helping me. I am
learning sight words. We went to pick apples and I learned there are
diferent kinds of apples.
Olivia Vo, K2

Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed. D.
Amika45@comcast.net
We were singing the
bubble gum song
and showing how the
bubbles pop! We are
learning new words
and sorting and
counting. We are also
learning about shapes
like rectangles and
triangles and circles.
Ms. Nguyen’s
K1 students

We were listening to Ms. Settles read a story called The Doorbell
Rang. We are learning how to count from 1-10 and our ABCs to XYZs,
the whole alphabet! We’re also learning how to sit down and be quiet
when we’re listening!
Ms. Settles’ K1 students

(Amika Kemmler Ernst is a recently retired BPS New Teacher Developer with
extensive experience as a classroom teacher, curriculum developer, and graphic
artist.
Her “We’re Learning Here” Project features images of everyday learning in our public
schools, along with the words of the students pictured.)

Nevaeh and I are
sorting words
and putting the
pictures under their
beginning letters.
We are learning to
read and write new
words this year.

We’re singing our
good morning song
in words and in sign
language. We’re
signing “sunshine” in
this picture. We are
learning about our
cultures and how we
are all the same and
diferent.

Davianna Yung,
Grade 1

Ms. Wilson’s
Grade 1 students

I’m writing the shapes and then drawing
the number that tells how many there
are. This year I’m learning how to write
numbers up to 20!
Julius Henry, K2

We were testing the vehicle
we made in science class and
Lam was turning the propeller.
I learned that all vehicles need
energy to move and some use
wind. I've also learned that they
go faster without weight.
Phuc Chau, Grade 5
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I was touching a
smooth and fuzzy
leaf. We were doing
an activity about
our senses and
writing down words
to describe what we
could hear, see, feel
and smell outside.
We've learned to
touch plants gently
with just one finger
because our fingers
are oily and can hurt
the plant. We are
learning that using
descriptive words
makes our
writing better.
Yasmin King,
Grade 4

